Activity 4: What Powers the Move?

Transportation Systems

Group Members:
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

What types of transportation does your community have?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

What is the most common type of transportation?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Which types of transportation pass these important places in your community:

The hospital?
________________________________________________________________________________

Your school?
________________________________________________________________________________

The library?
________________________________________________________________________________

Football/baseball/soccer stadium?
________________________________________________________________________________

The nearest shopping center?
________________________________________________________________________________

Your favorite restaurant?
________________________________________________________________________________

City Hall or other government building?
________________________________________________________________________________

Which type of transportation seems to be the most common? Which seems to be least common?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Which problems did your group find in the transportation systems in your community?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

What suggestions does your group have for improving the transportation systems in your community?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________